March 18, 2024

Secretary Miguel Cardona
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20202

Monique Dixon
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20202

Catherine E. Lhamon
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
Office for Civil Rights
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20202

Monique Dixon
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20202

SENT VIA EMAIL

RE: The Department of Education Must Prohibit Public Schools from Using Artificial Intelligence & Police Surveillance Technologies to Abuse the Civil and Human Rights of Marginalized Youth

Dear Secretary Cardona, Assistant Secretary Lhamon and Deputy Assistant Secretary Dixon,

The No Tech Criminalization in Education Coalition (NOTICE) and the 41 undersigned organizations write to express our concerns about the rapid expansion of artificial intelligence (AI) and big data technologies in K-12 public schools and the potential to violate the civil and human rights of students from historically marginalized communities. We are alarmed by the growing use of surveillance technologies to expand police presence in schools and expose students to greater police contact, exclusionary discipline, and school pushout. We view these developments as a dangerous new chapter in the school-to-prison pipeline and mass criminalization of Black, brown, and Indigenous youth and other marginalized young people.\(^1\) Earlier this year, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) released two long-awaited publications, *A Resource on Confronting Racial Discrimination in Student Discipline*\(^6\) and *Artificial Intelligence and the Future of Teaching and Learning*.\(^7\) Both documents fell woefully short of the expectations of youth justice and civil rights advocates by failing to meaningfully address the role of data-driven technologies in violating the civil and human rights of youth from marginalized communities, including Black, Brown, and Indigenous youth, youth with disabilities, LGBTQIA+ youth, immigrant youth, and systems-impacted youth.\(^4\)

Executive Order 14110 requires the Department of Education to develop "resources, policies, and guidance on the use of AI [in schools]" that emphasize safety, responsibility, and civil rights.\(^5\) To that end, we urge the Department of Education to use its existing legal authority to ban federal grantmaking activities that allow schools to purchase or use artificial intelligence and big data technologies to violate students’ fundamental rights, including their civil and human rights, data
privacy rights, and other relevant federal legal protections. Further, we urge your agency to embrace the recommendations outlined in this letter, which offers holistic strategies to protect students against technology-enabled rights abuses, including:

- Banning the use of federal grants to procure or otherwise use police surveillance technologies in public schools;
- Divesting all discretionary agency appropriations from funding police surveillance technologies in schools;
- Issuing technical guidance and offering technical assistance to support school districts in conducting and disclosing algorithmic impact assessments and audits to determine scientific validation and legal compliance of AI and big data technologies that implicate students’ fundamental rights and/or may disparately harm students due to preexisting biases embedded in training datasets;
- Studying the prevalence of police surveillance and other high-risk algorithmic technologies in public schools;
- Prioritizing enforcement actions against algorithmic discrimination alongside other unethical and unlawful uses of AI and other data-driven technologies in public schools; and,
- Centering the leadership and vision of youth and young adults alongside caregivers, people with disabilities, and other marginalized groups and community-based organizations in AI and data privacy governance.

We welcome the opportunity to engage with your office at your earliest convenience.

I. Growing Use of Artificial Intelligence & Data-driven Technologies by Schools that Impact Student’s Civil and Human Rights

In recent years, school districts nationwide have adopted a wide range of controversial AI-enabled and data-driven technologies that are transforming public education. Driven by concerns about school safety, schools have embraced a suite of problematic technologies, including facial recognition, automated weapons detection, social media surveillance, automated license plate readers, behavioral threat assessments, police-networked smart cameras, predictive policing, and aerial drone surveillance, among others. A 2023 national survey of educators conducted by the Center on Democracy and Technology found that—

- 38 percent of teachers reported that their school shares sensitive student data with law enforcement;
- 36 percent said their school uses predictive analytics to identify children who might commit future criminal behavior;
- 36 percent said their school tracks students’ physical location through their phones and other digital devices;
- 37 percent said their school monitors students’ personal social media accounts and
- 33 percent reported their school uses facial recognition to regulate access to schools.
The survey also found that teachers at Title I schools and special education teachers reported a higher prevalence of these controversial technologies in their schools.\textsuperscript{viii}

Data from the National Center on Education Statistics (NCES) supports the survey’s findings. NCES data demonstrates a dramatic expansion in various surveillance and school hardening technologies, including a 34 percent increase in schools using anonymous threat reporting and a 30 percent increase in schools’ use of surveillance cameras since the 2007-08 school year.\textsuperscript{ix}

The drastic expansion of youth data criminalization is radically transforming schools nationwide. For example:

- In Philadelphia, local leaders are considering deploying aerial surveillance drones to monitor "high-crime areas" near public schools and expanding automated weapons detection systems and police networked cameras in schools.\textsuperscript{x}

- In Alabama, a local school district is piloting an AI "vaping detection" technology that is placed in middle and high school bathrooms to identify students who are vaping or using related substances.\textsuperscript{xi} Children detected by the AI system are disciplined in school and must appear before a local juvenile court judge who may impose probation, fines, and fees on impacted students.\textsuperscript{xii}

- In Florida, a local school district shared confidential student records—including histories of childhood abuse, grades, and attendance records—with local law enforcement officials, enabling them to build a secret predictive policing system to surveil and punish students "destined for a life of crime."\textsuperscript{xiii} That law enforcement agency built a database of up to 18,000 students in recent years. School-based police were instructed to surveil and gather "intelligence" on vulnerable children while in school, which could be later used to push those children and their families out of the community.

- In Minnesota, local policymakers attempted to develop a predictive policing system to identify students allegedly at risk of future contact with the juvenile legal system.\textsuperscript{xiv} A proposed data-sharing agreement between local schools and police agencies would have enabled local agencies to collect, share, and use cross-linked identifiable data about children and their families.\textsuperscript{xv}

- In Boston, local school-based police officers shared an estimated 135 student incident reports with the Boston Regional Intelligence Center—a data and intelligence sharing hub for local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies, including the Department of Homeland Security and Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE).\textsuperscript{xvi} At least one student was detained and subsequently deported due to the school’s data-sharing practices with law enforcement.\textsuperscript{xvii}

Schools often procure these technologies from private vendors in the $3.1 billion school surveillance industry—often using federal and state grants.\textsuperscript{xviii} Privately owned technologies in
public schools raise many concerns about transparency and accountability. Tech companies can obscure access to critical information by claiming proprietary interests related to the design and use of their technologies. Even when data is made publicly available, communities confront the "black box dilemma" of algorithmic technologies. Many AI models' lack of transparency and technical inscrutability raises ethical and legal concerns, especially in sensitive contexts such as public education.

II. **Youth Data Criminalization Harms Students**

The expansion of surveillance technologies in schools has devastating consequences for young people. While many of these technologies are presented as "school safety" solutions that improve student safety and well-being, a growing body of evidence suggests otherwise. For example, researchers have found that students in schools with heightened surveillance tend to face harsher disciplinary decisions and experience worse academic outcomes. Surveillance technology in schools can lead to increased contact between students and law enforcement and exacerbate the school-to-prison pipeline. Students who are Black, LGBTQ+, and/or who have disabilities tend to bear the burden of these harms disproportionately.

Evidence also demonstrates that deploying these technologies in school settings can worsen academic and economic outcomes for students of color, increase the outing of queer and trans students, and undermine free expression rights for student protestors and activists. Students have shared that surveillance technologies, such as student device monitoring, can make them less willing to seek support for their mental and behavioral health needs, including substance misuse. School surveillance technologies also negatively impact students' families through data-sharing practices with immigration enforcement and child welfare services.

Researchers have also found that militarized school security measures can adversely impact youth health and wellness while eroding their sense of safety in school. For example, researchers have found that the presence of metal detectors and surveillance cameras can heighten students' fear for their safety at school while evoking perceptions that they are potential perpetrators who deserve to be surveilled. The National Association of School Psychologists cautions schools against extreme school security measures, citing the impact of surveillance on student wellness and safety. These insights fit within the more extensive research literature, which finds that young people's exposure to law enforcement leads to heightened emotional distress, trauma, and post-traumatic stress. These effects are present within multigenerational contexts as well. For example, researchers have found significant increases in student absenteeism and parental disengagement after ICE raids or similar dragnet police enforcement actions. Related research draws connections between racialized patterns of policing and adverse neighborhood-level public health outcomes, including smoking, physical inactivity, poor physical health, and interpersonal violence.

III. **School Surveillance Technologies are Scientifically Flawed, Unethical, and Disproportionately Harm Students from Marginalized Communities**
Many of the technologies embraced by school districts today have historically raised serious concerns related to equity, ethics, and scientific validity. For example, school-based policing and "threat assessment" programs have been shown to make schools less safe for children of color and those with disabilities. In addition, researchers have found consistent racial disparities related to predictive policing, risk assessments, and firearm detection technologies—each placing disadvantages on Black and Hispanic communities. Several factors drive these racial disparities. Guidance from the National Institute of Standards and Technology acknowledge that racialized harms occur across the “lifecycle” of algorithmic technologies. For example, during the pre-deployment and design phase, developers may train their models on “dirty” datasets—sources that contain and reflect historic patterns of racial and social inequality and civil rights abuses. During the deployment phase, developers and end users may implement algorithmic systems in ways that result in bias, discrimination or others forms of demographic disadvantage.

In the most alarming cases, data-driven technologies are founded on histories of explicit scientific racism. For example, some biometric AI technologies are rooted in theories of scientific racism and eugenics. For example, some EdTech vendors market "aggression" detection and "affect" recognition technologies that claim to use artificial intelligence to predict a child’s emotional state based on their facial expressions or "tone" of voice. These methods derive from theories of phrenology and physiognomy, which have long been condemned and discredited by the scientific community because they lack scientific validation and are inseparable from 19th and 20th-century white supremacist ideologies. Nonetheless, these pseudo-scientific ideas have regained prominence with the advent of new AI technologies, including those deployed by schools nationwide.

IV. School Districts Lack the Expertise and Resources to Assess AI and Algorithmic Technologies for Civil Rights and Data Privacy Legal Compliance

Many school districts lack the technical expertise to comprehensively evaluate school surveillance technologies before deployment. Schools rarely, if ever, conduct rigorous assessments of AI and algorithmic technologies to determine scientific validation, legal compliance, privacy protections, or other vital considerations. Schools often deploy these technologies without notice or informed consent from students, parents/caregivers, or educators. Often, schools lack the resources to ensure that student data is protected from cyberattacks and other harmful actors, even though K-12 schools are the most targeted entities for organized cyberattacks.

The Biden administration has previously offered guidance on assessing algorithmic technologies for equity, fairness, and legal compliance in other domains. That guidance has generally called for private and public entities using AI in sensitive domains to conduct robust, sociotechnical evaluations of algorithmic technologies across the system’s lifecycle using various evaluative tools, including audits, impact assessments, and ongoing monitoring. In addition, global AI policy frameworks often call for policymakers to create categories of "prohibited technologies" and "prohibited uses," which effectively ban the use of select AI systems and algorithmic technologies that present an impermissible risk of systematically violating fundamental rights.
Few states or school districts have established formal policies to determine how algorithmic and AI technologies are procured, evaluated, or used in schools—tacitly permitting a broad swathe of controversial technologies to be used at will.\textsuperscript{xlvii} Similarly, policymakers at all levels of government have failed to articulate how existing civil and human rights legal standards apply in the context of new data-driven technologies, especially in the context of school discipline.

V. \textit{Existing Civil Rights Law Protects Against the Use of Discriminatory AI and Related Data-driven Practices}

Schools’ use of AI and algorithmic technologies directly implicate a range of federal antidiscrimination and privacy protections, including:

- Title VI and Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
- Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act,
- the Americans with Disabilities Act,
- the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act,
- Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972,
- the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, and
- the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act.

These practices also implicate a range of rights protected under the First, Fourth, and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution. Additionally, the Bipartisan Safer Communities Act and the Every Student Succeeds Act impose obligations on public schools to embrace only school safety services and evidence-informed educational technologies.\textsuperscript{xlviii}

These legal provisions provide federal agencies like the Department of Education (ED) a sufficient basis to take decisive action against rights-abusing technologies in public education.

VI. \textbf{Recommendations}

Given the abovementioned challenges, the Department of Education must embrace the following recommendations.

1. \textit{Ban public schools from using federal grants to purchase or otherwise use police surveillance technologies}. School districts are already obligated by federal law to refrain from using discriminatory technologies that violate federal civil rights and privacy laws. ED can leverage its existing authority under federal civil rights law to issue guidance and pursue rulemaking that imposes a ban on grantmaking for school surveillance technologies like facial recognition, social media surveillance, and predictive policing.

2. \textit{Divest all discretionary agency appropriations from funding police surveillance technologies in schools}. The Department should conduct civil rights and digital privacy
reviews of existing grant programs and suspend all discretionary grantmaking activities that enable rights-impacting technologies and data practices.

3. **Issue technical guidance and offer technical assistance to support school districts in conducting and disclosing algorithmic impact assessments and audits to determine scientific validation and legal compliance of AI and big data technologies that implicate students’ fundamental rights and/or may disparately harm students due to preexisting biases embedded in training datasets.** School districts lack the resources and expertise to independently assess EdTech products for scientific validation and legal compliance with federal antidiscrimination and privacy law. The Department should develop practical tools that school districts can use to evaluate the civil and human rights impacts of AI and algorithmic technologies. The Department can begin this process by translating existing federal guidance, including NIST Special Publication 1270 and the White House AI Bill of Rights, into user-friendly, plain-language guidance that can be used by local policymakers, school district officials, technology officers, educators, caregivers, and youth.

4. **Study the prevalence of police surveillance and other high-risk algorithmic technologies in public schools.** The Department should begin measuring the prevalence of high-risk AI and algorithmic technologies in schools. For example, the Department can incorporate questions about the use of technology in school discipline as part of its annual Office of Civil Rights data collection process. The Department can also initiate a special survey through the National Center for Education Statistics Digest of Education Statistics focused on the prevalence of these technologies in school security measures. Any study or survey should focus on the impact of these technologies on the learning environment and student wellness, especially for students from marginalized communities. The Department should incorporate routine data collection related to school surveillance and safety infrastructure and report such data annually.

5. **Prioritize enforcement actions against algorithmic discrimination alongside other unethical and unlawful uses of AI and data-driven technologies in public schools.** The Department has existing authority under a range of federal antidiscrimination and student privacy laws to investigate and take enforcement actions against school districts that use AI technologies to abuse student rights. Given the rapid proliferation of these systems and the potential scale of algorithmic harms against marginalized student populations, the Department must commit to vindicating students’ rights in the digital age by opening investigations, issuing findings, terminating funding, and taking other available enforcement actions, as well as by referring appropriate matters to the U.S. Department of Justice for litigation.

6. **Center the leadership and vision of youth and young adults alongside caregivers, people with disabilities, other marginalized voices, and community-based organizations in AI and data privacy governance.** Unfortunately, recent AI policy development in the U.S. has largely excluded the voices, expertise, and leadership of local
communities, grassroots organizations, marginalized groups, people with disabilities, and youth leaders. As the agency continues to retrofit student and family rights protections for the digital age, these voices must be included and positioned to shape policy outcomes. Communities have pursued strategies, including community data advisory boards, roundtables, town halls, public comment opportunities, and related strategies that allow impacted communities to share their insights, concerns, and solutions. The Department should provide guidance that outlines strategies for states and school districts to ensure that students, parents, marginalized groups, people with disabilities, and community voices are integrated into data policy governance.

VII. Conclusion

Several states and localities have demonstrated how policymakers can take decisive action to end the surveillance state in our public schools. New York State made history last year by announcing a statewide ban on using facial recognition technology in schools.\textsuperscript{i} New York State joins several localities around the country that have enacted ordinances that have banned or limited the use of facial recognition technologies by law enforcement.\textsuperscript{ii}

Students, families, educators, advocates, and lawmakers have continuously raised concerns about the pervasive use of school surveillance technologies, including student device monitoring technologies.\textsuperscript{iii} We join their voices in urging the Department to take immediate action to end this dangerous transformation of America’s public schools.

Sincerely,

ACLU-MN
ACT 4 SA
Advancement Project
Advocating 4 Kids Inc
API Equality-LA
Asian Americans Advancing Justice | AAJC
Aspen Institute: Forum For Community Solutions
Austin Justice Coalition
Autistic Self Advocacy Network
Black Lives Matter Sacramento
Borealis Philanthropy
Center for Law and Social Policy
Communities Transforming Policing Fund
Community Catalyst
Dignity in Schools Campaign
Disability Rights Florida
Education for Liberation MN
Education Justice Alliance
Education Law Center
Education Law Center Pennsylvania
Encode Justice
Encode Justice Florida
Federal School Discipline Coalition
GLSEN
InterReligious Task Force on Central America
Jessica Wright
Juvenile Law Center
NAACP Florida State Conference
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc.
National Action Network
National Immigration Law Center
National Women's Law Center
PASCO Coalition: People Against the Surveillance of Children and Overpolicing
Pasco Democratic Public Education Caucus
Sayra and Neil Meyerhoff Center for Families, Children and the Courts
Surveillance Technology Oversight Project
Teachers Unite
The Gault Center
True Colors United
Twin Cities Innovation Alliance
United School Employees of Pasco - Retired
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